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It is the first
in the World!
Comfort Balance Technology of Bambi
Multisleep is the first and only in the World
with its feature that you can set and change its
firmness and softness level at any time.

4
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Set the mattress firmness level
AS YOU WANT!
Comfort Balance Technology that is designed and developed by Bambi Yatak engineers, has
lots of ducts and comfort bars. These bars can be placed into the ducts practically depend on
the user’s prefer. By this means, you can set the firmness level of your mattress easily.
Comfort Balance System has 4 different main firmness modes; firm, extra firm, soft, extra soft,
with these comfort bars, you can adjust the firmness level according to your prefer.

Adjustable Sleep Comfort…

Couples’ different comfort perceptions meet in the same mattress!
Bambi Comfort Balance Technology is the first and only in the World with its feature that
you can set and change its firmness and softness level at any time.
As well as meeting the personal mattress prefer just in one mattress by this technology,
Comfort Balance System, which is developed for the couples that have different body
shapes and weight, enables couples to adjust the mattress firmness regional as they
want. While one spouse can sleep on the firm side, the other can sleep on the soft
side, so each spouse has the option to sleep on the soft or firm side.
Comfort Balance Technology that is the first in the World, it enables couples to
adjust the mattress firmness selection as they want. Besides, it provides to set the
neck, waist, and leg regions in different firmness levels with108 bars put into 27
ducts, which is equal to 54 ducts in total in each mattress.
6
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Extra Soft Mode

Extra Soft Mode is obtained
by removing the comfort
bars compeletely, provides a
healthy sleep experience and
a soft feel with the foam that
supports the spine.

Soft Mode

Soft mode, which is acquired
by placing the inner comfort
bars into each ducts, presents
an ideal comfort for the one
who prefers a soft mattress
by increasing the support that
is provided to the spine.

Firm Mode

Firm mode is obtained by
placing the outer comfort bars
into the each ducts, and due
to the fact that it increases the
body support, is ideal for the
one prefers to sleep on the
firm mattress.

Extra Firm Mode

Extra firm mode is acquired
by placing both inner and
outer bars into the ducts,
is ideal for the one prefers
to sleep on the extra firm
mattress.

8
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NEW
PRODUCT
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Comfort Balance Technology of Bambi Multisleep meets the couples’ different comfort perceptions in one mattress.
Multisleep comfort bars enable you to adjust
the firmness level of your mattress easily in your
daily life.
1 Zippered Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Comfort Balance System

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam

4 High Density Padding
5 Pocket Spring System

HyperSoft foam is special foam kind that is softer than feather and has a high
flexibility. It helps mattress to take the shape of your body easily. It is aimed at
providing a soft and velvet-like touch to your skin with HyperSoft foam that is
used for quilting.

1
2
3

CONTINUOUS COMFORT

Pocket Spring System
The other technology in Multisleep that provides you to
sleep without interruption is the Pocket Spring System.
This system presents couples to sustain their sleep without
disturbing each other, and it also distributes the body
pressure
evenly onto the mattress owing to the placement of
the independent pocket springs. In this way, it cares your
health by keeping your spine in the right position.
12
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32 cm

Mattress Hardness Degree

32 cm
Mattress
Height
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Zippered
Outer Surface

High Density
Foam

Knitted
Fabric

Hyper Foam

High Density
Support
Foam

Pocket
Spring
System

NEW
PRODUCT
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Comfort bars that are present in the
Comfort Balance System, which is the
first in the World, help you and your
spouse to have the same sleep quality,
and also double the pleasure of beginning a day with a healthy and a relaxed
body.
1 Zippered Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Comfort Balance System

4 High Density Padding
5 Pocket Spring System

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam

1

HyperSoft foam is special foam kind that is softer than feather and has a high flexibility. It helps
mattress to take the shape of your body easily. It is aimed at providing a soft and velvet-like touch
to your skin with HyperSoft foam that is used for quilting.

2
3
4
5

CONTINUOUS COMFORT
Pocket Spring System

Comfizone mattress’ the other feature that helps to
keep yourself healthy and to experience the comfort at
the highest level. Owing to the fact that pocket springs
are placed independently, it distributes your body pressure
evenly. By means of this system, you can protect
your spine health and can also begin a day healthy
and robust. Besides, the couples are less affected by
each other’s moves, thus you can sleep comfortable.
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32 cm
Mattress Hardness Degree

32 cm
Mattress
Height

Zippered
Outer Surface
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High Density
Foam

Knitted
Fabric

Hyper Foam

High Density
Support
Foam

Pocket
Spring
System
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Meeting of Comfort and Grace

Comfort Balance System that provides a complete support to
your spine with a high density foam, and you can easily set its
firmness level. Beside it also mesmerizes with its glamour and
quality that SELFACTION is at your service!

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam
engages with that technology
and helps mattress to take shape
of your body by supporting the
body curves. The special foam
texture that causes to feel this
softness on each touch, and
the back support mechanism that you can adjust with a single
touch will bring your dream comfort to your bed.

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Comfort Balance System

4 Spine Support Foam
5 Edge Support Feather Foam

1

2
3
4
5

30 cm
Mattress Hardness Degree

20

30 cm
Mattress
Height

21

Zippered
Outer
Surface

High Density
Foam

Knitted
Fabric
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Immaculate Sleep with The Boron Miracle
Meet the Borjen privilege, which the Boron miracle
and the mattress come together, and also discover its
comfort that comes to life.
Boron minerals that had explored four thousand years ago
are being used in various fields today. Boron is utilized in
several areas from space technologies to glass industry,
and defense industry to textile sector, it is mostly preferred
in pharmaceutical industry and cleaning products industry.
Along with bringing boron minerals, which Turkey has 73%
of the world reserves, to your mattress and offers you the
healthy, comfortable and immaculate sleep experience.

Bambi’s Clean-Friendly
Mattress: BORJEN

Immaculate sleep is the primary need for the one who wants
to relieve the tiredness of the day, and to begin to a new day
energetic… Bambi Borjen brings innovation by adding the
boron minerals, which is utilized in the cleaning products industry, to the mattress by means of using the latest technology.
Bambi Borjen is designed to present the immaculate sleep
experience to the one that does not make any concessions
on meticulousness, and wants to feel at ease.

Boron Minerals Blended
Special Fabric

Boron minerals added to the Borjen mattress by utilizing
special technology, thus it eases the people who enjoy
meticulous sleep. The special fabric of Borjen that has a
pretty soft texture provides a high-quality sleep comfort.

Boron Minerals Blended Extra
Comfort Mattress Foam

Sleeping in the comfortable and clean mattress
helps to relieve the tiredness and stress of the
day.

Bambi Borjen Mattress offers you and your beloved ones to
experience the quite clean and comfy sleep.
24
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HEADBOARD WITH NIGHT LIGHT
AND USB CHARGE
On the contrary of ordinary pattern designs, Borjen has brilliant details,
also modern, and soft appearance, besides it will mesmerize you with
its extraordinary fabric designs. While we are thinking of aesthetic designs, of course we don’t forget your comfort. Night lights right above
the headboard ensure you to read a book, study, work and have enjoy
on the bed without disturb or interrupt your comfort. Furthermore, you
can charge your phone or tablets with the usb input right above the
headboard.

1 Boron Minerals Blended Special Fabric

Boron Minerals Blended Special HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Spine Support Foam

Velvet Effect

4 High-Intensity Padding
5 Pocket Spring

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam engages with that technology and helps mattress to take shape
of your body by supporting the body curves. The special foam texture that causes to feel this
softness on each touch, and the back support mechanism that you can adjust with a single
touch will bring your dream comfort to your bed.

1
2
3

Motion Comfort

4

Pocket Spring

5

Another feature of Borjen mattress that protects your health and provides you to enjoy comfort at high level is Pocket Spring Technology. As the springs in your bed are placed so that
they do not touch each other, your body pressure is distributed evenly in the bed without being collected at certain points. As it protects your spine health, it eases to start a day healthy
and energetic thanks to this system. In addition, pocket
spring which allows couples to move freely, positioned
independently as not to touch each other.
34 cm

Mattress Hardness Degree
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Matrress
Height 34 cm

Boron Minerals
Blended
Special Foam
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Single-Sided
Pad

High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Pocket Spring
System

CLASSIC

A healthy, comfortable and
clean sleep is standing by
you with Borjen.

Sleep comfort you wish is with you!
With pad or without pad, the choice is yours!
The clean-friendly mattress Borjen Classic
that is designed with Boron miracle brings you
together with the sleep comfort you wish!

Mattress Hardness Degree

32 cm
Matrress
Height 32 cm
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Boron Minerals
Blended
Special Foam

High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Pocket Spring
System
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The Most Natural Way To Avoid Stress
Magnetic Black Sand

Meet Magnasand Teraphy which engages you with the
therapeutic miracle of mental and physical therapy.
The Magnasand Therapy mattress has magnetic black
sand that ancient people have been healing for centuries.
Although it was found in very few regions in the world, this
healing sand that has roughly 20 minerals was discovered in
secluded coasts of the Black Sea.

Magnetic Sand Blend
Special Foam

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AWARD

ISTANBUL
MARKETING
AWARDS
2019

Bambi wins the Gold Award in the “Product Development” category with Magnasand Therapy.

Bambi Yatak, which is one of the most important players in Turkey
mattress market, gains the Gold Award of Istanbul Marketing Awards
in the Product Development category with its Magnasand Therapy
mattress that helps to decrease the stress of your body.
32
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Unlike other sands, the magnetic black sand comprised of
the combination of mineral grains, also has effects that are
regulating bio-energy and balancing life functions. During
sleep it regulates the magnetic irregularity, which is increased
due to the radiation of the technological devices, and tough
conditions of the urban life you are exposed during the
day; by allowing the magnetic waves to pass through the
tissue. While your body gains strength against psychological
disorders, such as stress, and depression, by dint of the
activation of the body’s repair mechanisms, it helps to repair
the physical ailments caused by circulatory disorders.

D

The magnetic black sand is subject to different processes
is mixed with the foam by a special technique. This
foam in the comfort pad of the Magnasand Therapy
mattress provides a magnetic field which helps to
reduce the stress level in the body. In this way, it relieves
your stress as well as providing a comfortable sleep.

N E TIC B L A

Back Support Cushion With A
Special Mechanism
Gain The Comfort
By A Single Touch
The special sponge texture which
has a soft effect on each contact
and the back support mechanism
that you can adjust with a single
touch allows you to have a
comfortable time in your bed, not
only for sleep but also for anytime
that you are on the bed.

1 Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
2 Hypersoft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Magnetic Sand Blended Special Foam

4 High-Density Wadding
5 Pocket Spring

Motion Comfort
Pocket Spring

1
2

The Velvet Effect

3

Hypersoft Foam

4
5

Another feature of Magnasand Therapy that makes it easy
for you to start your day is Pocket Spring Technology. In
this technology, since the springs in your bed are placed
so that they do not touch each other, your body pressure
is distributed evenly in the bed without being collected at
certain points. This placement, which helps your spine
shape to stay in the right position throughout the night,
replaces a tired day that you wake up with body aches;
leaves an energetic day that feeling rested. At the same
time, the independent positions of the springs which allow
the couples to exercise their freedom of movement during
the sleep, provide you an uninterrupted sleep comfort.

*Magnasand Therapy mattress is not tested on patients with pacemakers.

Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam lets the mattress to conform
your body shape by supporting body curves. The special
foam texture that causes to feel this softness on each touch,
and the back support mechanism that you can adjust with a
single touch will bring your dream comfort to your bed.
34

Mattress Hardness Degree

Magnetic
Black Sand

Single-Sided
Pad
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High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Pocket Spring
System

CLASSIC

Sleep comfort you wish is with you!
With pad or without pad, the choice is yours!
Magnasand Therapy Classic that helps to
neutralize the fatigue and stress of the day
through magnetic black sand extracted from
Unye coasts is at your proposal with the padless
option!

Mattress Hardness Degree

32 cm
Matrress
Height 32 cm
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Magnetic
Black Sand
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Single-Sided
Pad

High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Pocket Spring
System

NEW
PRODUCT

Velvet Effect

Experience the Extra Comfort

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft foam is special foam
kind that is softer than feather
and has a high flexibility. It helps
mattress to take the shape of
your body easily. It is aimed at
providing a soft and velvet-like
touch to your skin with HyperSoft foam that is used for quilting.

Comfort Pad
The high-density foam in the pad is used
in order to support the spine. An increase in the foam height improves the comfort. The pad layer, which is partially separated from the springs, gives a softer
ground feel due to the thick foam. Your
mattress gives you both durability of the
spring and comfort of the thick foam layer.

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent
pockets. Thus, it is provided noise insulation. Besides, independent moving springs help distribute the body pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape in
the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

31 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
Spine Support Foam

4 High-Density Wadding
5 Pocket Spring System

1
2
3
4
5

30 cm

Mattress Hardness Degree

38

30 cm
Mattress
Height

39

Single-Sided
Pad

Increased
Density
Padding

Knitted Fabric

High Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

Pocket Spring
System

2021

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft foam is special foam
kind that is softer than feather
and has a high flexibility. It helps
mattress to take the shape of
your body easily. It is aimed at
providing a soft and velvet-like
touch to your skin with HyperSoft foam that is used for quilting.

2021
Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent
pockets. Thus, it is provided noise insulation. Besides, independent moving springs help distribute the body pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape in
the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

THERMO CONTROL FABRIC

Thermo Control fabrics have a feature that adjust the
temperature of fabric according to external environment
temperature. This feature works with PCM which is
present on the structure of fabric. When body temperature increases, PCMs decrease the temperature and
provide a cooling effect. As the body temperature decreases too much, it distributes the temperature which
it keeps hidden on the fabric. Therefore, it provides a
stable micro-climate around the fabric.

1 Nanotechnology Woven Fabric
2 HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam

3 Spine Support Foam
4 Pocket Spring

1
2
3
4

Cool Comfort
It enables you to have your comfort by regulating heatwaves. Besides, it has a double-sided temperature
regulation function.
Skin Friendly
Thermo Control fabrics help to protect the ideal temperature of a body by regulating heatwaves. Thermo
control fabric has an antistatic feature, and it can be
washed. Ideal body temperature that is provided throughout the night, increases the comfort and sleep
quality.

34 cm

Mattress Hardness Degree

40

Matrress Height
34 cm

41

High-Density
Foam

Pocket Spring
System

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

Thermo Control
Featured Fabric

Different than the others, thanks to its pad with
zipper, Sleepure’s pad can be removed and
washed easily, thus it offers you to experience
the quality sleep in a hygienic and healthy
environment. When its wash-resistant knitted
fabric is combined with HyperSoft Extra Comfort
Foam, which is more softer than a feature and
has higher flexibility, leaves a soft and velvety
touch on your skin.

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Washable Knitted Fabric With Zipper
HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam
Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric

Spine Support Foam
Pocket Spring

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft foam is special foam
kind that is softer than feather
and has a high flexibility. It helps
mattress to take the shape of
your body easily. It is aimed at
providing a soft and velvet-like
touch to your skin with HyperSoft foam that is used for quilting.

1 Nanotechnology Woven Fabric
2 HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Extra Comfort Foam

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent
pockets. Thus, it is provided noise insulation. Besides, independent moving springs help distribute the body pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape in
the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Immaculate Sleep

Removable Pad with Zipper
The pad on the mattress is zipped,
also it is removable and washable different than the other beds. With this
feature, not only a relaxed and comfortable sleep is obtained, but also a hygienic and healthy sleep is provided.

30

Mattress Hardness Degree

Mattress Hardness Degree
Outer Surface
with Zipper

4 Spine Support Foam
5 Pocket Spring

Washable
Cover
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Pocket Spring
System

High-Density
Support Foam

Knitted Fabric

High-Density
Padding

Air Capsule
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33 cm

HR

Mattress Height
33 cm

HR Firm Foam

Pocket Spring
System

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Pure Breath

APF / Air Permeable Fabric
It is designed with an excellent
knitting technique for a cozy sleep. This technique has a structure that provides 3-d elasticity,
air-permeability, moisture regulator, and weight compensator
by using cross weave system.
Your bed literally breathes through this special air permeable
fabric, and it prevents unpleasant smell by providing air circulation. Thus, the quality of your
sleep increases.
1 Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
2 HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam

3 Latex Foam
4 Pocket Spring

1
2
3
4

No More Fatigue

LATEX Foam with 7 Zone

It is a natural, light and high-strength
substance that is produced from rubber. By means of its spongy texture,
it both provides air circulation, and it
enables stabilized comfortable sleep
by applying pressure on the body
from the 7 different zone.
44

Mattress Hardness Degree

Air Fabric

45

Latex Foam

Pocket Spring
System

Hyper Foam

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special
foam type that is softer than feather and has high-flexibility. It
helps to take the shape of your
body easily.

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Royal Craft

1 Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Foam
3 HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam

Spine Support Foam
Pocket Spring

1
2
3
4

Exclusive Hand - Workmanship
Custom - Made Design

Royal Craft offers a new aesthetic in the sense of sleep
through elaborated handicrafts which is integrated with
the latest technology.
Its seams are woven as special hand-workmanship
for you is combined with knitted fabric with exclusive
touch allows you to feel an elegant and comfortable
texture, while the structure that is compatible with your
skin helps you to sleep more easily and to increase the
quality of your resting time.
46
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Mattress Hardness Degree

Cotton Surface
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Special HandWorkmanship

Knitted Fabric

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

Pocket Spring
System

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special
type of sponge that is softer
and has higher flexibility than
the feather foam. It helps to get
the shape of the body easily.
The HyperSoft foam used in the
quilting is intended to provide a
soft touch to the skin and a velvety touch feel.

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs
help body to distribute the pressure equally to the
mattress. Keeping the spine shape in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples are less
affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

1 Bamboo Blended Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam

3 Spine Support Foam
Pocket Spring

1
2
3
4

Organic And Hygienic
Bamboo Fibers

Bamboo Sleep takes inspiration from Bamboo Tree which is the
symbol of elegance and endurance, and it enables you to sink into a
deep and natural sleep. The branches of this enchanting tree with the
healing effect of the nature, meets you with the idyllic atmosphere that
you desired in your bedroom, and bamboo fiber helps to evaporate
the moisture on your body by absorbing it, as well as enabling your
bed to breathe. By this way, it offers you more sleeping comfort.
48

Mattress Hardness Degree

Pocket Spring
System

49

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

Bamboo Knit
Fabric

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special
type of sponge that is softer
and has higher flexibility than
the feather foam. It helps to get
the shape of the body easily.
The HyperSoft foam used in the
quilting is intended to provide a
soft touch to the skin and a velvety touch feel.

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs
help body to distribute the pressure equally to the
mattress. Keeping the spine shape in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples are less
affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

1 Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
2 HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Latex Foam

High-Density Padding
Pocket Spring

1
2
3
4

No More Fatigue

LATEX Foam with 7 Zone

5

It is a natural, light and highstrength substance that is
produced from rubber. By
means of its spongy texture,
it both provides air circulation,
and it enables stabilized comfortable sleep by applying
pressure on the body from
the 7 different zone.
50

Mattress Hardness Degree

Latex Foam

High-Density
Padding
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Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

Pocket Spring
System

Motion Comfort

Organic

Pocket Spring System

Kapok Padding

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special
type of sponge that is softer
and has higher flexibility than
the feather foam. It helps to get
the shape of the body easily.
The HyperSoft foam used in the
quilting is intended to provide a
soft touch to the skin and a velvety touch feel.

1 Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
2 Natural Kapok Fiber
3 HyperSoft Extra Comfort Foam

4 Spine Support Foam
5 High-Density Padding
6 Pocket Spring

5

Natural, Quality And Healthy Sleep

Kapok Padding

Organic kapok fibers are
obtained by natural ways
from kapok wood which
is a great heat keeper. Its
non-wetting, moisture-repellent structure reduces the discomfort of the
sweating and the wetness
on the bed.
52
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Mattress Hardness Degree

Kapok Padding

Single-sided
Pad

53

High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Pocket Spring
System

2021

Velvet Effect

Motion Comfort

Memory Technology

Pocket Spring System

Visco Foam

Innovation and quality are always priority in sleeping
areas. Scientifically, we searched for the evolution
of new sleep requirements with new materials, and
new combinations. Visco Comfort is at your disposal
to increase the quality of the rest, and at the same
time comfort is provided by a high quality sleep.

Visco elastic sponge was developed to balance the pressure on the
spine. This technology was discovered for astronauts by NASA. Formulated with body heat and weight, visco contributes to healthy
blood circulation by supporting the
spine perfectly.

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special
type of sponge that is softer
and has higher flexibility than
the feather foam. It helps to get
the shape of the body easily.
The HyperSoft foam used in the
quilting is intended to provide a
soft touch to the skin and a velvety touch feel.

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Quiet As A Night

HR Foam

1 Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
2 VISCO Elastic Filling

HR Foam has high-density and
high-resistance. Thanks to these
properties, HR Foam which is used
as a thick layer under Visco provides balanced distribution of body
weight to the surface. It is the only
foam structure that provides an
ideal environment for a quiet sleep.

Nano-Technology Knit Cotton Fabric
Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
Spine Support Foam

3 Extra Comfort Foam
4 Spine Support Foam

Mini Pocket Spring
Pad Support Foam
Pocket Spring System

Thermal Comfort

Mini Package Spring System
The mini-package spring used in the pad
maintains the heat balance by providing air
circulation between the body and the bed,
thus it minimizes sweating. The mini-package spring in the spring helps the body
to distribute on the bed evenly, besides it
improves the blood circulation by balancing
the pressure.

30

Mattress Hardness Degree

Mattress Hardness Degree

Visco Elastic
Foam

54

High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

Outer Surface
With Zipper

Washable Cover

Double Pocket
Spring System

Single-Sided
Pad
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Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Cotton Surface

SEAQUAL™ sustainable fabric, which is collected from
the oceans, recycled and produced under the leadership
of SEAQUAL™, is now in the Bambi Nirvana Mattress
for a clean future.

Motion Comfort

Better Sleep, More Resistant Body

Pocket Spring System

Double Pocket Spring System

The mini-package spring used
in the pad maintains the heat
balance by providing air circulation between the body and the
bed, besides it minimizes sweating. The mini-package spring
on the pad helps blood pressure to be relieved by distributing
the body pressure equally to
the bed and prevent pressure
from increasing.

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Seaqual Fabric
Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
Spine Support Foam

Mini Pocket Spring
Pad Support Foam
Pocket Spring System

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special type of
sponge that is softer and has higher
flexibility than the feather foam. It helps
to get the shape of the body easily. The
HyperSoft foam used in the quilting is
intended to provide a soft touch to the
skin and a velvety touch feel.

Mattress Hardness Degree
Fabric

56

Double Pocket
Spring System

57

High-Density
Foam

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

High-Density
Padding

Motion Comfort

Experience The Extra Comfort

Pocket Spring System

Motion Comfort

Comfort Pad

The high-density foam in the pad is used in order to support the spine. Increase in the foam height improves the
comfort. The pad layer, which is partially separated from
the springs, gives a softer ground feel due to the thick
foam. Your bed gives you both the durability of the spring
and the comfort of the thick foam layer.

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Velvet Effect

HyperSoft Foam

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Spine Support Foam

HyperSoft Foam is a special type of
sponge that is softer and has higher
flexibility than the feather foam. It helps
to get the shape of the body easily. The
HyperSoft foam used in the quilting is
intended to provide a soft touch to the
skin and a velvety touch feel.

High-Density
Foam

58

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special
type of sponge that is softer
and has higher flexibility than
the feather foam. It helps to get
the shape of the body easily.
The HyperSoft foam used in the
quilting is intended to provide a
soft touch to the skin and a velvety touch feel.

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
VISCO Elastic Filling

Memory Technology

4 High-Density Padding
5 Pocket Spring

Spine Support Foam

High-Density Padding
Pocket Spring

Visco Foam

Visco elastic sponge was developed to balance the pressure
on the spine. This technology
was discovered for astronauts
by NASA. Formulated with body
heat and weight, visco contributes to healthy blood circulation
by supporting the spine perfectly.

Mattress Hardness Degree
Single-Sided
Pad

Velvet Effect

Pocket Spring System

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

Pocket Spring
System

Mattress Hardness Degree

Pocket Spring
System

Visco-Elastic
Filling

59

Single-Sided
Pad

Knitted Fabric

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

Viscon Fabric

Motion Comfort

Velvet Effect

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

HyperSoft Foam
HyperSoft Foam is a special
type of sponge that is softer
and has higher flexibility than
the feather foam. It helps to get
the shape of the body easily.
The HyperSoft foam used in the
quilting is intended to provide a
soft touch to the skin and a velvety touch feel.

1 Viscose Woven Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam

3 Spine Support Foam
4 Pocket Spring System

Viscon Passion

Viscon Woven Fabric

It is woven by viscon material. The used viscon is soft
and bright. Viscon fabrics are nice, classy and comfortable. Its moisture absorption feature is higher than
the cotton. Owing to the fiber’s delicate and smooth
bending feature, it is obtained a soft touch. It improves
the sleep quality by its slippery and skin-friendly feature, and the structure that does not disturb the body.

Mattress Hardness Degree
Viscon Fabric

60

Pocket Spring
System

61

Double-Sided
Use

Hyper Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

High-Density
Foam

Motion Comfort

Velvet Effect

Pocket Spring System

HyperSoft Foam

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

HyperSoft Foam is a special
type of sponge that is softer
and has higher flexibility than
the feather foam. It helps to get
the shape of the body easily.
The HyperSoft foam used in the
quilting is intended to provide a
soft touch to the skin and a velvety touch feel.

1 Knitted Fabric (Cotton/Wool)
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam

Double-Sided Use

3 Spine Support Foam
4 Pocket Spring System

Wooly and Cotton Surface
As the cotton surface enables you to
enjoy your summer nights in a fresh
way, the wooly surface provides you to
enjoy your winter nights warmly. During
sleep it provides you a special thermal
comfort.

Mattress Hardness Degree

62

Pocket Spring
System

Knitted Fabric

63

High-Density
Foam

Wooly and
Cotton Surface

High-Density
Support Foam

Double Sided
Use

Hyper Foam

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System
The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Single-bed orders are produced with “Majestic Headboard”
in our Pinky model.

Long - Lasting Use
Double-Sided Use

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam

It is used same materials in both sides, thus it is provided the use of both
sides of the mattress. In this way, it
is aimed to use longer life by changing the bed direction. You will feel
the comfort of sleeping in a new bed
every time that you change the direction of your mattress.

Mattress Hardness Degree

64

Double Sided
Use

Pocket Spring
System

65

Knitted Fabric

Feather Foam

3 Spine Support Foam
4 Pocket Spring System

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

High-Density
Foam

Memory Technology

Visco Foam

Visco elastic sponge was developed
to balance the pressure on the spine.
This technology was discovered for
astronauts by NASA. Formulated with
body heat and weight, visco contributes to healthy blood circulation by
supporting the spine perfectly.

As New As The First Day
Washable Cover with Zipper

It was made of quilted fabric
that is washed easily. The cover can be removed and fitted
with the zipper. Therefore, the
mattress cover can be washed
easier.

It has excellent support for the most sensitive
region of the spine. It maximizes your sleep
quality.
1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam

A Soft Touch
Feather Foam

3 VISCO Elastic Filling
4 Feather Foam

Feather foam is a pretty soft,
and flexible special foam. It gives the body a soft touch. It
forms a quilted soft texture with
the feather foam.

30

Mattress Hardness Degree

66

Visco-Elastic
Foam

67

Knitted Fabric

Feather Foam

Outer Surface
with Zipper

Washable Cover

Motion Comfort

A Soft Touch

Pocket Spring System

Feather Foam

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

Feather foam is a pretty soft,
and flexible special foam. It gives the body a soft touch. It
forms a quilted soft texture with
the feather foam.

Uzun ömürlü kullanım

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam

3 Spine Support Foam
4 Pocket Spring

Long - Lasting Use
Double-Sided Use

It is used same materials in both sides, thus it is provided the use of both
sides of the mattress. In this way, it
is aimed to use longer life by changing the bed direction. You will feel
the comfort of sleeping in a new bed
every time that you change the direction of your mattress.

Mattress Hardness Degree
Double Sided
Use

68

Pocket Spring
System

69

Knitted Fabric

Feather Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

High-Density
Foam

COMFORT

BALANCE
Experience The Extra Comfort

Motion Comfort

Pocket Spring System

Comfort Pad

The springs are placed into the mattress in independent pockets and this technique provides noise insulation. In addition, independent moving springs help body to distribute the
pressure equally to the mattress. Keeping the spine shape
in the right position provides a comfortable sleep. Couples
are less affected by each other’s movements during sleep.

The high-density foam in the
pad is used in order to support
the spine. Increase in the foam
height improves the comfort.
The pad layer, which is partially
separated from the springs, gives a softer ground feel due to
the thick foam. Your bed gives
you both the durability of the
spring and the comfort of the
thick foam layer.

A Soft Touch

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Spine Support Foam

Feather Foam

A Soft Touch

Long - Lasting Use

Feather Foam

Double-Sided Use

Classic Sleep Comfort

Bonel Spring System

4 High-Density Padding
5 Pocket Spring System

Feather foam is a pretty soft,
and flexible special foam. It gives the body a soft touch. It
forms a quilted soft texture with
the feather foam.

The feature of the system is that the spring
coils are mechanically connected to each
other by metal wires. The bonel spring
windings are connected to each other by
spiral-shaped wires. A heat-treated bonel
spring system removes the collapse in the
areas that body weight is mostly accumulated. It is ideal for people who enjoy sleeping on a hard or medium stiff ground.

Mattress Hardness Degree
Mattress Hardness Degree

Single-Sided
Pad

High-Density
Foam

70

Knitted Fabric

High-Density
Support Foam

Air Capsule

It is used same materials in both sides, thus it is provided the use of both
sides of the mattress. In this way, it
is aimed to use longer life by changing the bed direction. You will feel
the comfort of sleeping in a new bed
every time that you change the direction of your mattress.

Feather foam is a pretty soft, and
flexible special foam. It gives the
body a soft touch. It forms a quilted
soft texture with the feather foam.

Pocket Spring
System

Feather Foam

Double Sided
Use

Bonel
Spring

71

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Spine Support Foam

High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

High-Density
Padding

4 High-Density Padding
5 Bonel Spring

Feather Foam

High-Density
Support Foam

Golden Base and Headboard
Colour Options

Golden bases and headboards are available in 3 different colour options as “Pink, Blue, and Beige”.

Classic Sleep Comfort

Bonel Spring System

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Hyper Soft Extra Comfort Foam
3 Spine Support Foam

The feature of the system is that the spring
coils are mechanically connected to each
other by metal wires. The bonel spring
windings are connected to each other by
spiral-shaped wires. A heat-treated bonel
spring system removes the collapse in the
areas that body weight is mostly accumulated. It is ideal for people who enjoy sleeping on a hard or medium stiff ground.

Mattress Hardness Degree

Double-Sided
Use

Bonel
Spring

Golden bases and headboards are available in 3 different colour options as “Pink, Blue, and Beige”.
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High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric

4 High-Density Padding
5 Bonel Spring

High-Density
Padding

Feather Foam

Density Support
Foam

Visco

Topper

Knitted Fabric

8 cm

Visco-Elastic
Foam

Visco-Elastic Foam, Knitted Fabric
Memory Technology

Visco elastic sponge was developed to balance the pressure on the
spine. This technology was discovered for astronauts by NASA. Formulated with body heat and weight,
visco contributes to healthy blood
circulation by supporting the spine
perfectly.

Classic Sleep Comfort

Bonel Spring System

The feature of the system is that the spring coils are mechanically connected to each other
by metal wires. The bonel spring windings are connected to each other by spiral-shaped wires. A heat-treated bonel spring system removes the collapse in the areas that body weight is
mostly accumulated. It is ideal for people who enjoy sleeping on a hard or medium stiff ground.

Latex

Topper

Latex Foam

Knitted Fabric

Long-Lasting Use
Double-Sided Use

1 Nano-Technology Knitted Fabric
2 Extra Comfort Foam
3 Spine Support Foam

8 cm

It is used same materials in both sides,
thus it is provided the use of both sides
of the mattress. In this way, it is aimed
to use longer life by changing the bed
direction. You will feel the comfort of
sleeping in a new bed every time that
you change the direction of your mattress.

4 High-Density Padding
5 Bonel Spring

No More Fatigue

LATEX Foam with 7 Zone
It is a natural, light and high-strength
substance that is produced from rubber.
By means of its spongy texture, it both
provides air circulation, and it enables
stabilized comfortable sleep by applying
pressure on the body from the 7 different
zone.

Mattress Hardness Degree
High-Density
Padding

High-Density
Support Foam

74

Air Capsule

Double-Sided
Use

Bonel
Spring

High-Density
Foam

Knitted Fabric
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mini

11 cm

17 cm

Baby Mattress

APF / Air Permeable
Fabric

Air Fabric’s surface contacting the body is produced from 100% cotton, which has a high-absorption capacity, and it also balances the body temperature by carrying the temperature out of the body.
It is used an excellent knitting technique in air fabric to ensure you to obtain a quality and comfort
sleep. With the cross weave system, it has a 3 dimensional flexibility, air-permeable, moisture
regulating, and weight balancing structure. Thanks to special air-permeable fabric your mattress
breathes, and it prevents the malodour by supplying air circulation even in your smallest movement. By means of this, your sleep comfort increases.

Immaculate Sleep

Different than the other mattresses, the pad
Waterproof Removable on the mattress has a zipper, and it also
can be removed and washed. It provides
Pad with Zipper
not only a relax and comfortable sleep but
also a hygienic and healthy sleep.

WATERPROOF

A
B
C
D

Zipper
Air Capsule
Carrying Handle
Decorative Side Borders

E
F
G
H

Removable Pad with Zipper
Different than the other mattresses, the pad on the mattress has a zipper, and it also can be removed and washed. It provides not only a relax and comfortable sleep but also a hygienic and healthy sleep.

Pure Breath

APF / Air Permeable
Fabric

Air Fabric’s surface contacting the body is produced from 100% cotton, which has a high-absorption capacity, and it also balances the body temperature by carrying the temperature out of the body.
It is used an excellent knitting technique in air fabric to ensure you to obtain a quality and comfort
sleep. With the cross weave system, it has a 3 dimensional flexibility, air-permeable, moisture
regulating, and weight balancing structure. Thanks to special air-permeable fabric your mattress
breathes, and it prevents the malodour by supplying air circulation even in your smallest movement. By means of this, your sleep comfort increases.

More Durable Mattress

A

E

B

H

C

G

D

F

Allergy

Waterproof Air Fabric
Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
Siliconized Fiber
Feather Comfort Foam

The membrane used under the pad extends the life
of the mattress with its waterproof feature, and it
blocks the unpleasant smell.
WATERPROOF

Allergy

Control Technology

Probiotics, which are positioned in microcapsules,
do not give any place on the mattress surface to
microorganisms that cause diseases. It helps to
prevent the occurrence of mould and fungus. It
hinders the condensation of allergens which may
lead to allergic reactions and asthma. It provides a
permanent safe and natural hygienic environment
through its daily renewed effect. It reduces the occurrence of stain and unpleasant smell.

Immaculate Sleep

Waterproof Membrane
17 cm

The membrane used under the pad extends the life of the mattress with its waterproof feature, and it blocks the unpleasant
smell.

Waterproof Air Fabric
Nanotechnology Knitted Fabric
Siliconized Fiber
Feather Comfort Foam

11 cm

Pure Breath

The muscle development of babies continues until the 6th month, therefore the
stomach valve cannot do its duty and the stomach contents may flow back into
the throat. Mini Bambi sorts out the problem thanks to its special incline, and it
gives your baby a safer and more comfortable sleep.

15 cm

Special Inclined

17-11 cm

30
WATERPROOF

Cotton
Surface

Mattress
Height
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Feather
Foam

Air Fabric

Outer Surface
with Zipper

Washable
Cover

Waterproof
Membrane

C
D

A

E

Zipper
Air Capsule
Carrying Handle
Decorative Side Borders

B

C

H

Control Technology

Probiotics, which are positioned in microcapsules,
do not give any place on the mattress surface to
microorganisms that cause diseases. It helps to
prevent the occurrence of mould and fungus. It
hinders the condensation of allergens which may
lead to allergic reactions and asthma. It provides a
permanent safe and natural hygienic environment
through its daily renewed effect. It reduces the occurrence of stain and unpleasant smell.

A
B

G

E
F
G
H

D

F

15 cm

30
WATERPROOF

Cotton
Surface

Mattress
Height

77

Feather
Foam

Air Fabric

Outer Surface
with Zipper

Washable
Cover

Waterproof
Membrane

When we take the bone development of babies and children
into consideration as the one of the most important activities,
and that they spend most of their time in the bed; a healthy
sleep is quite important for them.

Immaculate Sleep

Removable Cover with Zipper

The inner layer of the mattress cover is coated with a special waterproof membrane. Therefore, the life of your mattress extends, also it hinders the occurrence of malodour
and microorganisms.

Special Inclined

16 cm

B
C

E
F

B

C

F

D

More Durable Mattress

A Soft Touch
Feather Foam

Feather foam has a very soft and
flexible special structure. When the
body contacts, it gives a soft touch.

A
B
C

Feather Comfort Foam
Zipper
Carrying Handle

D
E
F

A
E

B

C

F

D

More Durable Mattress

Waterproof Membrane

The membrane used under the pad
extends the life of the mattress with its
waterproof feature, and it blocks the
unpleasant smell.

Waterproof Air Fabric
Elastic Lining
Siliconized Fiber

A
E

The inner layer of the mattress cover is coated with a special waterproof membrane. Therefore, the life of your mattress extends, also it hinders the occurrence of malodour
and microorganisms.

D

10 cm

Babies muscle development continues until the 6th
month, therefore the stomach valve cannot do its duty
and the stomach contents may flow back into the throat.
Junior Bambi sorts out the problem thanks to its special
incline, and it gives your baby a safer and more comfortable sleep.

Feather Comfort Foam
Zipper
Carrying Handle

A

If your baby sleeps well and accurately, it will affect the growth
of the baby positively. To ensure a baby to sleep peacefully;
the room, which the baby sleeps in it, should be comfortable, quiet, not too light, ventilated daily. Besides it should be
between 21-25 degrees Celsius, and the most important
thing is to choose the right baby mattress. As your baby’s
bone development supported with te Magic Bambi baby
mattress that produced by Bambi Yatak, thanks to its removable cover, it provides your baby a hygienic and a healthy
sleep environment.

13 cm

Waterproof Air Fabric
Elastic Lining
Siliconized Fiber

10 cm

16 cm

Baby Mattress

Immaculate Sleep

Removable Cover with Zipper

Waterproof Membrane

16 cm

The membrane used under the pad
extends the life of the mattress with its
waterproof feature, and it blocks the
unpleasant smell.

30
WATERPROOF

Knitted Fabric

WATERPROOF

78

Mattress
Height

Feather
Foam

Outer Surface
with Zipper

Washable
Cover

Waterproof
Membrane

13 cm

30
WATERPROOF

Knitted Fabric

WATERPROOF

79

Mattress
Height

Feather
Foam

Outer Surface
with Zipper

Washable
Cover

Waterproof
Membrane

BASE OPTIONS

Nesting Storage Bases

Nesting Storage
Bases
As you please, it is
your choice!
The models that you can
choose as nesting bases

Inner Depth
15 cm
Base Height
27,5 cm
Foot Height
10 cm
Total Height
37,5 cm

*Since the nesting bases have wide edges, you
should order the headboard 10 cm larger than the
base size.
*Nesting storage bases are produced without any
quilting.
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Colour Options

Colour Options
The Colour Options
Choose the base and
headboard colours as
you wish

BK-146

BK-150

The list that you can change the
colour of the base and headboard

SPECIAL FABRIC CHART

Specific to Selfaction and Comfizone, you can
choose base and headboard colours from the
fabric chart without any price difference. You
can take a glance at the colour options from
the nearest Bambi Showroom.
*Colour alternatives can be chosen by the each models’ its own fabric chart.

BK-154

BK-157

*You can change the colour of the base and headboard fabrics
that are mentioned above with 10% price difference, choosing
from the Bambi Yatak fabric colour chart.
**In the case of colour change, Serenity, Cotton Master and
Infinity, which have two colours, are produced as a single colour.
***The deadline for colourful base orders is longer than the
standard base orders.
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Base

General Features
1

3

6

Safety lock on shock
absorbers

Flexible and
robust silicone
base handle

7

11

6

8

2

7

3
10

9

Bed-holding apparatus that prevents the
bed from slipping

Stopper system
providing silent
shutdown

4

8

Damp-proof, and
moisture-proof air
capsules

Balance system for
opening the lids
together

11

9
4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

5

Mini

Maxi

Base

Base

Inner Depth
22,5 cm

Inner Depth
15 cm

Durable, classy, easily cleanable, and elegant fabric or leather coating
Stainless, and heavy-duty steel construction
Safety lock on shock absorbers
Damp-proof and moisture-proof air capsules
High and chic feet for easy cleaning
Flexible and robust silicone base handle
Bed-holding apparatus that prevents the bed from slipping
Balance system for opening the lids together
Combined chest with large internal space
Shock absorbers for easy opening of the bases
Stopper system providing silent shutdown

Height
27,5 cm

Height
20 cm
Foot Height
10 cm
Total Height
30 cm

84

Foot Height
10 cm
Total Height
37,5 cm

85

Bases

BASES

86
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Bases

Bases

2021

Royal Craft

2021

88
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Bases

Bases

2021

90

City

COMFORT
BALANCE
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HEADBOARDS

Headboards

Comfizone

Headboard

Selfaction

Multisleep

Headboard

Headboard

Luxia

Headboard

92
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Headboards

Headboards

Visco Comfort

Latextra

Base with
Headboard

Headboard

Magnasand Therapy

Borjen

Headboard

Nirvana Prime

Headboard

Viscolux

Headboard

Original
Headboard

İnfinity

Kapok life

Original
Headboard

Headboard
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Diamond

Bamboo Sleep

Headboard

Headboard

Royal Craft

Pinky

Original
Headboard

Headboard
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Headboards

Headboards

Thermo Control

Headboard

Sleepure

Headboard

Headboard

Headboard
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Headboard

Headboard

Headboard

Headboard

Golden

Quantum Visco

Cotton Master

Clima Naturel Prime

Headboard

Headboard

Latex Therapy

Fresh Cell Prime

Serenity

Thermic Prime

Comfort Balance

City

Headboard

Headboard
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Josephine

BK 275-88

Poufs

BK 79

80
189

82
47
122

49

BK 122

BK 119

BK 295-113

85
177

78

43
122

BK 303-79
98
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KOMODİNLER

NIGHTSTANDS

NIGHTSTANDS

NIGHTSTANDS

NEW
PRODUCT

Royal Craft

100

101

NIGHTSTANDS

NIGHTSTANDS

NEW
PRODUCT

2021

NEW
PRODUCT

NIGHTSTANDS

NEW
PRODUCT

2021
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2021
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www.bambi.com.tr
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